
Your clinical trial sample  
tracking solution — enhanced 

Labmatrix® 10 upgraded for improved performance and usability

Subject samples are the lifeblood of your clinical trials. To be successful, you need a unique 
solution that can track samples through their full lifecycles — across the ecosystem of sites, 
labs, biorepositories and other trial partners. 

Labmatrix® can help. Labmatrix® Clinical Trial Sample and Consent Tracking (CTST) is an 
industry-leading solution developed by BioFortis, a Q2 Solutions company, to address some  
of the biggest challenges related to clinical trial sample management.

Now you can accomplish even more with Labmatrix® 10. BioFortis has updated Labmatrix®  
to help you build on your team’s success with new dashboard capabilities, improved 
performance, enhanced features and more.



Organize. Integrate. Discover.

Upgraded dashboard capabilities 
• Build customizable dashboards with data-intensive visuals
• Share dashboards with your team
• Leverage Qiagram® queries as dashboard data sources
• Ensure users can only see their specific studies with access controls
• Export-import dashboards between environments  

Improved performance
• Faster data loading
• Efficient handling of large audit logs
• More robust data indexing

Increased usability
• Bulk print barcodes for storage containers
• Bulk lock-unlock storage containers 
• Cascading lists across forms 

Enhanced Qiagram® features 
• Swap nodes in queries 
• Create a data source from any node in a query
• Query diagnostics 
• Fuzzy match to enhance data harmonization

Integration 
• .XPT file extension support for easier data import
• Microsoft® Azure message bus support for importing data
• User interface wizard to simplify single sign-on (SSO) setup
• Fuzzy matching functionality to reduce manual data reconciliation and improve data harmonization
• Pattern matching can sync incoming data to configured patterns to support data import flexibility

Delivering deeper and broader total sample management
Labmatrix® 10 builds on the industry-leading features you can count on.
• Clinical trial sample and consent tracking
• Near real-time reconciliation of eClinical data
• In-study and future-use sample consent 
• Virtual biorepository

A single solution for your most complex sample tracking challenges
Labmatrix® takes the guesswork out of specimen management. It provides clear visibility into workflows, ensures 
sample usage corresponds with the subject consent, reduces operational and compliance risks, and offers a 
well-annotated subject and sample database to support research. Used in more than 1,000 trials, Labmatrix® offers 
sample-centric monitoring across a clinical trial’s entire ecosystem.

Learn more about how Labmatrix® can streamline your trial sample and consent tracking by visiting  
www.Q2LabSolutions.com.
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